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Visual Studio Lightswitch 2012Apress, 2013

	LightSwitch 2012 is included as part of the Visual Studio 2012 package. It is a rapid application deployment tool that lets power users and administrators build data-centric business applications for the desktop, cloud, and Web in just a few clicks, with no code required. The basics are very easily understood but more advanced users will...
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Forex for Beginners: A Comprehensive Guide to Profiting from the Global Currency MarketsApress, 2012

	"Backed by a comprehensive list of studies, this book is a brilliant contribution on the connections between exchange rates and economics."


	—Francesc Riverola, CEO and Founder of FXstreet.com

	 


	"Adam Kritzer has been covering the forex market for years as a...
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Terrorism: The BasicsRoutledge, 2011

	Terrorism: The Basics is an ideal starting point for anyone interested in one of the most discussed, written about and analysed aspects of modern life. Common misconceptions are dispelled as the authors provide clear and jargon-free answers to the big questions:

	
		What does terrorism involve?
	...
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Avid Media Composer 6.x CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	Overview:

	

	An expert and clear resource filled with highly effective "recipes" of easy to follow steps for those at all experience levels. Gain Avid Media Composer (and Avid Symphony) essentials and far beyond, including techniques, tips, tricks,...
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High Definition Postproduction: Editing and Delivering HD VideoFocal Press, 2006
Avoid costly missteps in postproduction and get it right the first time with this book. Written by an in-the-trenches professional who works with HD every day, High Definition Postproduction is an overview of this exciting opportunity for film and video production and postproduction professionals. High Definition production and editing is here and...
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SQL All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Master queries for any SQL database!   

   Your one-stop guide to building and maintaining relational databases with SQL   

   If you're looking for a good general reference on SQL, look no further. This all-in-one guide delivers the goods on all major SQL topics, from basic concepts to the...
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Introduction to AutoCAD 2008: 2D and 3D DesignNewnes, 2007
Master the art of 2D and 3D technical drawing with Alf Yarwood's comprehensive and highly practical introductory guide

Taking the reader step-by-step through the features of AutoCAD, Alf Yarwood provides a practical, structured course of work matched to the latest release of this software. After...
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Microsoft SharePoint Server 2007 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Welcome to the Microsoft SharePoint Server 2007 Bible. We are so excited about this release of the SharePoint technologies as there is a great deal that is included with this product that the realm of what is possible is enormous. Web content management, records management, workflow, and business intelligence as...
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Complete Web Monitoring: Watching your visitors, performance, communities, and competitorsO'Reilly, 2009
Do you really understand your online presence? Are you confident that visitors can use your website? Do you know their motivations? How do online communities perceive your company? To innovate and adapt your business quickly, you must know the answers to these questions. Complete Web Monitoring demonstrates how to measure every aspect of your web...
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Your Body: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2009
What, exactly, do you know about your body? Do you know how your immune system works? Or what your pancreas does? Or the myriad -- and often simple -- ways you can improve the way your body functions?


 
 This full-color, visually rich guide answers these questions and more. Matthew MacDonald, noted author of Your Brain:...
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Windows Server 2012 R2 Pocket Consultant Volume 2: Storage, Security, & NetworkingMicrosoft Press, 2014

	Portable and precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers ready answers for administering storage, security, and networking features in Windows Server 2012 R2. Zero in on core tasks through quick-reference tables, instructions, and lists. You'll get the focused information you need to save time and get the job done - whether at your desk or...
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Ask a Science Teacher: 250 Answers to Questions You’ve Always Had About How Everyday Stuff Really WorksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	
		
			Fun and fascinating science is everywhere, and it’s a cinch to learn—just ask a science teacher!

			

			We’ve all grown so used to living in a world filled with wonders that we sometimes forget to wonder about them: What creates the wind? Do fish sleep? Why do we blink? These are...
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